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Narrative Structure: Television Stories
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triplets were nearly forgotten. Narrative emphasis shifts from one episode
toihe next, but the core characters remain the same.
2. Exposition. The constancy of the series'central figures means that
each episode needs orLly a brief exposition. Most of the characters and their
space are knor.t'n to the viewer from previous episodes, and often they are
reestablished in the program's theme song: for example, "Come and Iisten to my story about a man called Jed, a poor mountaineel barely kept his
family fed . . ." (The Beaerly Hillbillies 11,962-71)). Only the particulars of the
current episode's characters and any new locations must be established.
We rely upon the consistency of characters and space; it is part of what
makes the show comfortable to watch. We know that every day in syndication the characters of Friends will congregate at the Central Perk coffee
house, and that Andy Taylor (Andy Griffith) and Barney Fife (Don Notts)
will preside over their jail (The Andy Griffith Shoztt [1960-68]). Only new
characters and new locations need be estabiished in the exposition. Obviously, this is different from a one-time presentation such as a MOW, which
must acquaint the viewer with an unknown cast of characters and an
unfamiliar setting.
Series characters have a personal history of which we are usually
conscious and to which references are occasionally made. On most series
programs, however, these personal histories are rather vague and ill defined. The past is a murky region in series television. The present tense of a
specific episode is usually all that matters. In the 1986-87 season of Miami
Vice, detective Larry Zito (]ohn Diehl) was murdered-a narrative event
important enough to warrant a two-episode story. Subsequent episodes
of the program, however, seldom mentioned Zito.That segment of the
program's past virtually ceased to exist, except in reruns. Thus, series characters do have an established past, and their characters do not need
reestablishing each week; but they often misplace this past and, in any
event, it is usually not necessary for our enjoyment of a specific episode for
us to know the details of the characters'pasts.
If we examine a specific episode o{ Friends, we can see how series narrative is structured and how it is being blended with the serial structure
discussed in detail below. In "The One with Chandler's Work Laugh"
(2lJan:uary 1999), the exposition begins before the credits. In a short scene,
Rachel (Jennifer Aniston) pumps Joey for more information about Monica
(Courteney Cox) and Chandler (Matthew Perry) getting together (Figure
2.6). As she quizzes him, the viewer is provided with background information and one story arc for this episode is established. After the general
program credits end, and while the credits for this specific episode are
superimposed over the image, two more story arcs are begun: Ross announces that an ex-wife of his is getting married and expresses his frustration at being alone and Monica and Chandler attend an office party at
whiclr he kowtows to his boss and is heard doing his fake, "work laugh"
(Figure 2.7).
Monica and Chandler's and Ross's stories are rooted in the past and
depend upon viewer knowledge of previous episodes. Consequently, they
qualify as serial-stvie storylines (see below). But the storyline based on
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2.5

In the exposition of a Friends episode, FIGURE

2.7 More Friends exposition:

Ri:h."I asks Joey for key narrative information, storyline develops between Mbnica

which he cannot provide.

a secondary

anci Chandler.

Chandler's work behavior, from which the episode takes its tit1e, has only
vague connections lo Friends' narrative history. For the longest time, the
series didn't even show Chandler at work so his behavior there has not
been very important to the program. In this episode, howeveq, it becomes
a point of contention between him and Monica, with her criticizing the
"work Chandler" as a "suck-tip." Thus, the office-party scene serves as exposition for the storyline of Chandler's work behavior, which is woven
into the storyline of Chandler and Monica's romance.
3. Motivation. The constancy of a series' characters and setting establishes a narrative equilibrium. A state of balance or rest exists ai the
beginning of each episode. Flowevel, if this balance were to continue, there
would be no story. Something needs to disturb the balance to set the story
in motion, to catalyze it.
The most common narrative catalyst, as in the classical cinema, is the
lack or desire of the protagonist. Since the series incorporates multiple protagonists, this permits it to shift the narrative-catalyst function from one
character to another. The desire of one protagonist may dominate one
week; the desire of another may arise in the next episode. In "Chandler's
Work Laugh," several characters have desires which motivate the narrative: will Rachel discover Monica and Chandler's secret romance, and will
that affect their friendship? will Monica continue to love Chandlerdespite his "suck-up" demeanor around his boss? Will Ross find true
romance? Each lack (of the truth, of commitment in a relationship, of
romance) raises the question of whether the protagonist's desire will be
satisfied. In short, each raises a narrative enigma.
4. Narrative problematic. Questions such as the above underpin the
narrative of a series and capture our attention (if they are successful). But,
of course, as in all narrative forms these enigmas must not be immediately resolved. There must be a counterforce that prevents their instantaneous resolution, or there wouid be no story to tell. in the Friends example,
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ihere are several counterforces. Monica functions as the antagonist for
Rachel's desire for the truth - lying to her and concealing the relationship.
Chandler's boss and his behavior around the boss are counterforces to
Monica's commitment to hirn. And Janice (Maggie Wheeler)-an ill-suited
d.ate for Ross - delays his attainment of love. As with the classical film,
the counterforce need not be a single individual. It may also be the protagonist's environment or an internal, psychological element within the
protagonist. The main point is that protagonists' acquisition of their goals
must be postponed, deferred, so that the narrative may develop further
complications.
Thus, the narrative focus shifts from one week to the next, but it is important to recognize that these individual desires and enigmas exist within
alarger narrative problematic. Because fundamentaily the series is a repeatable form, there must be some narrative kernel that recurs every week.
In effect, the program must ask the same question again and again to maintain consistency and viewer interest. Of course, we wouldn't watch exactly
the same material each week (although the number of times we watch a
particular episode in syndication contradicts this), so there must be some
variation within that consistency. But, stilI, every series must have some
recurring problematic, some dilernma with which it deals in every episode.
For Friends the on-going dilemma revolves around issues confronting
friends in their twenties-just out of college, but not yet fully settled into
a career. We might think of that dilemma as, Will the friends' camaraderie
be disrupted? That is, will the friends stop being friends? Related questions include: Will Chandler/ Joey/ Monica/ Phoebe/ Ross find romance?
Will Chan dler / J oey / Monica / Phoebe/ Ross find fulfilling work? Almost
every week the program tests the bond among these six friends. To take
another example-this time from a police drama-the problematic of
Miami Vice is: Will Crockett and/or Tubbs surrender to the temptations
they are irnmersed in and become villains? Individual episodes counterpose various antagonists against Crockett and Tirbbs, but overriding these
specific concerns is the more general issue of their moral character.
Each episode, drawing on the multiplicity of protagonists in series TV
poses a slightly different narrative enigma. As John Ellis has noted, "The
basic problematic of the series, with all its conflicts, is itself a stable
state."10 Specific enigmas come and go-briefly igniting the viewer's interest-but the fundamental problematic remains firm, sustaining the
viewer's ongoing attachment to the program. The particulars of Ross and
Janice's situation and Chandler's work laugh were the embodiment of the
program's underlying probiematic on 2l,January 1,999.In the following
week's episode, these particulars disappeared, but the program's problematic returned. In sum, most series have a single, stable narrative problematic, which is embodied in numerous, different narrative enigmas on
a week-to-week basis.
5. Cause-effect chain. As in the classical film, events do not happen
randomly in series television. One scene leads into the next, and the next,
and the next. A cause-effect chain is erected scene by scene. However, this
chain must be broken at least once during a half-hour program, and at
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off their relationship. However, series programs' climaxes are undercut

bv one main factor: the repeatability of the program, its need to return the
following week r,vith the same problematic. The conflict reaches its peak,
but there is no final resolution.
7. Resolutiony'denouement. Series episodes can have no final resolution, no narrative closure, because to do so would mean the end of the series itself. If there were no more threats to the friends' camaraderie, if they
were all happily coupled up and satisfied with their jobs, or if the moral
character of Crockett and Tubbs were assured, there would be no more conflict upon which to base Friends' and Mianti Vice's narratives. Consequently,
the ending of each episode must leave us in doubt as to the ultimate resolution of the series' overarching conflict. There must be a sense of narrative openness, a limited aperture. In "Chandler's Work Laugh," we learn
that Ross and Janice's relationship is ove1, but we don't know about Ross'
future romances or the possibility of Janice reappearing on the show. The
small question: "Will Ross find romance with Janice?" is answered. Larger
questions such as "Will Ross ezer find romance?" or "Will romance and
marriage take him away from his friends?" are not fully resolved. The last
shot of the episode shows Janice teasing Joey, the one male "friend" with
whom she has not slept, that he might be next (Figure 2.70, final shot before
the end credits). And so future complications are already being seeded.
On rare occasions, television ruiies will conclude the p.ogr:u*', run by
providing true narrative closure. M"A"S*H ended the fictional doctors'
and nurses' conflict with the Korean War by presenting a two-and-a-halfhour episode (28 February 1983) of the war's end. With no more war to
play antagonist to the medical protagonists, the narrative motor of the program ran out of fuel. Its repeatable problematic had finally been resolved - after 11 years and hundreds of episodes.
Most series, howeveq, do not close in this fashion. One moment they
are part of the weekly schedule and the next they are gone. Their abrupt
departure sustains their narrative aperture, which is heipful if they are

Friends'. The

final shot before the end credits opens

the possibility of a union between
Joey and Janice.
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Narrative Structure
1. Multiple protagonists. In our discussion of series programs, we
noted an increased tendency toward multiple protagonists. The serial especially the daytime serial - uses an even larger number of protagonists,
each of whom is equally important to the narrative structure. Hour-long
soap operas typically have 15 to 20 central characters-many more than
the classical film, and even more than multiple-protagonist series such as
Friends (whose main characters number just six). Soap-opera casts are the
largest of any program on television - including most prime-time serials.
The multiplicity of protagonists permits a variety of simultaneous
story lines within the narrative world of a serial. And, more importantly,
the high number of characters decreases the importance of any one chaiacter. Indeed, soap-opera characters lead a precarious existence. They
come and go with a swiftness that is uncommon in other fictional forms.
This is due partly to economics. Most soap-opera actors work under contracts that may be cancelled every thirteen weeks. If the producers feel that
an actors are not generating enough viewer interest, they may suddenly
disappear, along with their characters (although characters are also frequently recast). F{owever, economics is not the'only reason for the large
number of protagonists. Soap opera relies upon a multiplicity of characters
to create a narrative web in which most characters are connected with one
another.
2. Exposition. As does Raiders of the Lost Ark, the television serial begins each episode in medias res.Trte story has already begun, the action
joined in progress. on the episode of All My Children aired 6 December
2005, the first scene is Del (Alec Musser) and Babe (Alexa Havins) discussing her child-custody fight with ]. R. (Jacob young), while he (]. R.)
eavesdrops on the two of them. In fact, the very first shot is of the eaves-
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The plot recap for the 6 December 2005 episode of Att My Children, as published on its official Web
site, indicates that no less than 16 central characters are involved in this one episode's events:

Kendall suspects either Creenlee or Jonathan left her in the hammock but Ryan feels Zach could
be responsible. Meanwhile, Julia and Aidan try to stop Zach's attack on lonathan. Lily becomes
very agitated to see Zach pummeling Jonath an. Zach apologizes to Lily. Jonathan doesn't tell
Ryan about Zach's attack. Kendall admits to Ryan she doesn'tfeel as though she's reacly to be a
mother. Ryan tells Kendall he will support any decision she makes regardingihe baby. Di succeeds
in getting Creg to hire her as his new receptionist. Tad decides to trust Di ind use her as a spy in
Creg's office. Tad explains to Di that he found a file on the Martin family in Creg's closet. Tad is
hit with a wave of emotion when Di covers herself with a blanket Dixie had macle. Babe doesn't
falltbrJR's trap and cleverly turns the tables on him. Amanda tells Josh about her blackouts and
fears what she might have done during thenr. Josh offers Amanda a job as his assistant at New
Beginnings and deliberately gives her rvrong information fora meeting she is to set up for Erica.l1
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Part of the redundant information that is regurgitated in the serial is
of the characters. Serial characters carry a specific, significant
pasts
ttre
oast-much more so than do the series characters. In the series, as we disl,rrr"d above, the past is obscure and indefinite; but in the serial, characters constantly refer to it. Previous love affairs and marriages, murders
and double-crossings, pregnancies and miscarriages, are layered on top
of the current goings-on. For the regular viewer in particular this creates
, remarkably dense, multilayered narrative. A casual remark between
,*o characters can be loaded with repressed, unspoken associations. A
tis hello can tig"lly yeals of illwill or unrequited lust. In the 6 December episode, Di (Kelli Giddish) becomes indignant about an injustice done
to Tad (Michael E. Knight). He interrupts her and says, "In light of things
that have happened between you and me, I would consider it a personal
favor if you would try to stop acting like Dixie." No further explanation is
offered as to what those "things" might be. The regular viewer, however,
knows that Tad is referring to Di's attempt to pretend to be Dixie, Tad's
(seemingly) dead wife. So it is that a complex weave of character relationships exists from the very first second of a day's episode of a daytime serial and extends back into decades of complicated, previously told
storylines.
This is not to say that new characters are never introduced on serials.
Obviously, they must be, to keep the narrative fresh and interesting. These
characters all undergo a conventional exposition, as does a character entering a classical film. However, daytime soap operas commonly abbreviate this exposition by providing familial associations for the new character.
Often, the new character will be someone's never-before-seen cousin or
uncle, or even sister or mother. The use of familial relations quickly incorporates new characters into the story lines associated with that family. This
narrative tactic is iiiustrated by the character "bios" (biographies of the
characters, written as if they were real people) on AU W Children's official Web site. Each of the biographies begins with the character's complicated family connections. For example, the character of Di, who was introduced relatively recently, is situated thus:
Father: Seabone Hunkle

Siblings: Del Henry, Dixie Martin (half-sister; deceased), Will Cortlandt
(half-brother; deceased), Melanie Cortlandt (half-sister; deceased)
Nephew: J.R. Chandler
Brother-in-law: David Rampall2

hil-

rof

Her character is established as being similar to, or different from, the
rest of the family's overall character-particularly Dixie's as she was pretending to be her.
3. Motivation. Like the exposition, the original catalyst for long-running television serials took place years ago. In the episodes we watch day

after da1,, or week after week, the many protagonists' desires and lacks
are mostly already established. only the occasional new desire/lack is
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introduced to maintain the narrative diversity. In both daytime and nighttime serials, these lacks/desires normally concentrate on heterosexual romance and familial relations (especially paternitv). Over the past three
decades, however, the serial has diversified, witin Dallas leading the serial
into themes of corporate greed, and General Hospital (1963-) introducing
international intrigue and science fiction (the "ice princess") into the soap
opera world. The 2000s has even seen political thrillers (24) and prison
escapes (Prison Break) rendered in serial form.
4. Narrative enigma. The serial is saturated with enigmas. It thrives on
them. The multiplicity of protagonists ensures that several rp to a dozen
or so-enigmas will be running on any one program at any one time. on
6 December, All My Childrerz's enigmas include:

'
,

Will Kendall have her baby?
Will Ryan and Kendall get together since she is carrying his child?
Is Jonathan still a psychotic killer or has he been cured?

Will Babe get custody of her baby from

J. R?

',. Will Krystal and Adam make their fake marriage a real one?
..' Did Amanda attack Babe, pushing her down the stairs? And what
evil is Janet, Arnanda's mothel, up to?
Unlike the classical filrn or the TV series episode with their one central
enigma, the serial nurtures multiple enigmas. They are its foundation. The
multiplicity of enigmas ensures that serials will never lose their narrative
momentum. If one enigma is soived, many others stiil remain to slowly
pull the story forward.
5. Cause-effect chain. The narrative chain of daytime serial television
is interrupted more frequently than that of series television. There are more
commercial breaks per program minute in daytime soap operas than there
are in nighttime series. (It is no coincidence that soap operas are the most
consistently profitable programs on television.) In an hour-long episode,
almost 20 minutes are taken up with commercials and other non-narrative material. Indeed,barely nine or ten minutes of story material elapse
between commercial interruptions.
Serials adapt to this constant interruption much the same way that
series do. They segment the narrative. Each serial narrative segment ends
with a small climax, which raises new enigmas rather than leading to resolutions. We enter, or "flow" into, a commercial break on the heels of a narrative question mark. Sometimes the break is preceded by a literal question, as in the 6 December episode when Ryan says to Kendaii, "You are
carrying my child. So, what the hell are we going to do about that?" The
director, Angela Tessinari, ends the scene with a close-up of Kendall as this
line is spoken (tight, scene-ending close-ups are a common convention of
soap opera; Figure 2.72). Cut to commercial. After we return from the
world of commerce, she provides an evasive answer to that question. Her
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Narrative forms must share television time with all sorts of other material:
news, commercials, game shows, public service announcements. And ye!
stories are what principally draw us to television. Theatrical fiims, madeforTY films (MOWs), series programs, and serial programs lure us with
the promise of entertaining stories. These television narratives share certain characteristics. They all present protagonists - established by an exposition-in a chain of events motivated by desire. There are always
antagonists - individuals, environments, or internal - that prevent the attainment of that desire. The chain in each narrative mode is comprised of
actions connected to one another by narrative enigmas that pull the story
toward a climax. A11 of these aspects are necessary for conventional storytelling, though their order and emphasis may differ from mode to mode.
Howevel important distinctions separate the narrative modes. Series
and seriais rely upon a viewer foreknowledge of characters that is not possible in individual films, whether made for TV or not. The Mow, the series, and the serial adapt themselves to television's constant interruptions
through narrative segmentation, to which theatrical films are not accustomed. Each mode handles enigmas and resolutions somewhat differentlydepending upon whether the mode must be continued the next week / day
or not. On one end of the spectrum is the classical film, with its firm narrative closure; on the other is the soap opera, with its never-fully-closing
narrative aperture.
We should resist the impulse to use the classical film as our yardstick
to measure these individual narrative modes. Instead, we should understand them on their own terms as television narratives. Every narrative
form on TV must somehow conform to television's flow, interruptiory and
segmentation. The daytime serial-with its extreme segmentation, multiple protagonists, multiple enigmas, and lack of fuil resolution-owes the
least to the classical film or the nineteenth century novel, and is perhaps
the most televisual of the narrative modes. The theatrical film is, obviously,
the least suited and consequently suffers the most. The series and the
Mow each has its own way of accommodating the medium. And still, all
are teievision stories.

Further Readings
The most cogent overview of television narrative, especially as it compares
with the narrative of other related media, is John nllis, Visible Fictioni: Cinema:Teleaision:video (Boston: Routlege, 1,992), although his references are
bec_oming a bit dated. Another and more theoretical overview is provided
by Sarah Kosloff's chaptel, "Narrative Theorv and relevision," in Channels
of Discourse, Reassentbled, ed. Robert C. Allen (Chapel Hill, NC: university
of North Carolina Press, 1992). Kosloff includes in annotated bibliography of narrative theory of iiterature, film, and television. Nick Laley,
Narratiue and Genre: Keq Concepts in Media studies (New york: palmgravl,
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2000) covers general principles of genre and then applies them to both television and film.
Analyses of the narrative structures of film and literature calr often
provide insights into those of television. David Bordwell and Kristin
Thompson have written frequently on narratirze systems in film. Their Film
Art: An lntroduction,Tth edition (New York: McGraw-Hil1,2003) offers
chapters that sumtnarize their work elsevvhere. Thompson has addressed
the specifics of television narrative in Storytelling in Film and Telez,isiol
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003). Bordwell, Janet staiger, and
Thompson, The Classical Hollyutood Cinenta: Film Sttlle and Mode of Production to 1960 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985) is a meticulous
analysis of the evolution of classical film narrative form as a mode of production. Edward Brannigan, Narratizte Comprehension and Filirz (London:
Routledge,1992) examines both narrative structure and our interpretation of it in film. Seymour Chatman's Story and Discourse: Narratiue Structure in Fiction and Film (Ithaca, NY: cornell university Press, 1978) provides a summary of narrative analysis in those two media
Genre studies often focus on narrative as can be seen in two TVgenre overviews: Jason Mittell, Genre andTeleaision: From Cop Slnzas to Cartoons in American culture (New York: Routledge,2004) and GIen Creebel,
ed., The Teleaision Genre Book (London: British Film Institute, 2001). using
Star Trek's holodeck as a portent of the future, Janet H. Murray details the
development of narrative in various formats of science fiction inHamlet on
the Holodeck: The Future of Narratiae in Cyberspace (Carnbridge, MA: MIT
Press, 7997). Other discussions of specific television gerues and formats include Robert C. Allen, speaking of soap operas (Chapel Hill: university of
North Carolina Press, 1985); Paul Attallah, "The Unworthy Discourse: Situation Comedy in Television," in lnteryreting Teleaision: Current Research
Perspectirses, ed. Willard D. Rowland, Jr., and Bruce watkins (Beverly Hills:
Sage Publications, 198$; and Elayne Rapping, The Moaie of the Week: Priaate Stories, Public Eaents (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1992). Of course, television narratives do not exist in isolation from one another. Mimi White, in "Crossing Wavelengths: The Diegetic and Referential Imaginary of American Commercial Televisio r:.," Cinema I ournal 25, no. 2
(Winter 1986):51-64, explains just how narratives may bounce off one
another in television.

Notes

1.

For an exhaustive consideration of classicism, see David Bordwell, Janet Staigea and Kristin Thompson, Tlrc Classical Hollyutood Cinema:
Film Style and Mode of Production to 7950 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1985).
2. Source: "Domestic Grosses: Adjusted for Ticket Price Inflation,"
Box Office Mojo, 6 December 2005, wrvw.boxofficemojo.com/alltimef

adjusted.htm.
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Eachyear,25 films deemed "culturally, historically or aesthetito
callv signif tcant" are added to the National Film Registry, which works
them. "National Film Registry," Llbrary of Congress,6 December
"r.r"r*
i005, *** .loc.gov / frlm/ fiimnfr'html'
4. Lawrence Kasden, "Raiders of the Lost Ark," 6 December 2005,
html.
www. movie-pa ge. com/ scripts/ Raiders-of-the-Lost-Ark.
5. "Film Victim of the Month," Artists Rights Foundation January
lggg,6 November 2000 www.artistsrights.org. The Artists Rights Foundation has been subsumed under the Film Foundation and its Website has
changed to www.film-foundation'org'
Z. Midnight Cowboy is so butchered when it is shown on television
that Leonard Maltin advises, ". . . please don't watch it on commercial TV:
the most lenient prints run 104 m. [out of an original running time of 113
minutes] and are ludicrously dubbed to remove foul language." TV Motsies
and Video Guide (New York: Signet, 1990),719.
7. Maltin,1081-1082.
g. Tim Brooks and Earle Marsh, The Complete Directory to Prime Time
N etwork TV Slmns, fourth edition (New York: Ballantine, 1988), 533-534.
9. "Top25 Specials of A11Time," Medialnfo Center,6 December 2005,
www.mediainfocenter.org/ television/ cont ent / topz'_nonsports.asP.
10. John Ellis, Visible Fictions: Cinema:Teleaision:Video (Boston: Routlege,1992),156.
1L. "Recaps: L2/6/05," AU W Children, T Decembet 2005, abc.go
.com/ day time/ allmychildren/ episodes/ 2005/ 1.html.
1,2. "Character Bios," ABC, 7 December 2005, abc.go.com / duy
time / allmyc hil dren / c hara c ters / 87 5 65 .htrr.l.
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